LEAGUE ENTRANCE PLANK TABO, SAY DEMOCRACY CHIEFS

Zealous Advocacy of 1920 to Be Soft-Pedaled for Strategic Reasons, It's Plain.

TURN G.O.P. RASCALS OUT WILL BE LONG EXERCISE

Fire or Six Days Limit Put on Convention by Some Progressive Eager.

BETTER FIGHTS LOOM BEFORE DEMOCRATS

Montana Contest to Be Vigorous But Religion and Ex-Gang Are Dangerous Issues.

BETTER TALK SAYS SPEED

McDade, if Reeved, Seen Likely to Name Candidate.

U. S. NOTE SCORED

By Japanese Press

Hughes Reply on Immigration Issue Angers Many Editors.

America's German Dissenters Are Penniless and Their Sons Lonely.

W. H. KENDRICK

Tonight's Press Conference

W. H. Kendrick's Next Move to Be Announced at Press Conference Tonight.

ALBINOS, HAVEN'T ANY CONNECTIONS

A Case in Which He Has Rejected a Man, a Woman Explains.

GASSED SENATORS QUIT RHODE ISLAND, SAYING IT'S UNSAFE

Five Members Demand Governor Assure Protection Before They'll Return.

G. O. P. BACKS TRADITION, DEMOCRATS COMPLAIN

Bitter Struggle Between "Early Setters" and "Newcomers" Seen Cause of Sift.

ANOTHER LIFE-SAVING PARACHUTE DROP

GOLF LINKS FIGHTERS FACE CLUB'S INQUIRY

Senator Belmont Launches "Mitchell to Ground at Cherry Chase Course.

STATEhood AND STAY IN CLASH

Tradition Bucked by Republicans, Motivated by Democrats.

The Statehood Issue has been in the public eye for several weeks, and the supporters of statehood and those opposed to it are now preparing for the final struggle.

AIMS TO STOP AGRICULTURE

Public Chamber of Commerce Press "Farmers Must Be Kept Out of the Market.

The public chamber of commerce has termed the farmers' movement a danger to the economy of the country and has called for immediate action to prevent its spread.

CANDLER, SR., SUES WIFE FOR DIVORCE

Post Files Today-Charges of Wife Married Year Ago.

A case has arisen in which a man has charged his wife with marrying him a year ago.

FLYERS FORCED DOWN

Portuguese Mardi at Atlantic Terminal of Long Flight.

In an incident that has caused consternation among aviation enthusiasts, a Portuguese Mardi was forced to land at the Atlantic Terminal of a long flight.

STONE TAKING UP GASOLINE INQUIRY

Reported Violations of Law Topic Scheduled for Conference With State Officials.

In an effort to prevent the violation of gasoline laws, a conference is being scheduled with state officials.

DRY DRIVE PLANNED.


A drive is being planned to prevent the sale of firearms in New York.

Funeral of Husband's Death

Mr. Brown died yesterday at his home from injuries received in an accident.